For a convergent sequence {xi} generated by xi+l = ~ (x~, xt_ l ,..., Xi_d+l) , define the multiplicative efficiency measure E to be (log~p)/M, where p is the order of convergence and M is the number of multiplications or divisions needed to compute rp. Then, if 9 is any multivariate rational function, E < 1. Since E = 1 for the sequence {xi} generated by x~+l = x~ ~ + xi --~ with the limit --1/2, the bound on E is sharp.
INTRODUCTION
For a convergent sequence {xi} generated by xi+i = ~(xi, x~-i ,..., xi-a+i), define the multiplicative efficiency measure E to be (log 2 p)/M, where p is the order of convergence and M is the number of multiplications or divisions needed to compute ~0. In [1] Paterson showed that if (i) 9 is a rational function,
(ii) d = 1, (iii) limi+~ xi is an algebraic number, and (iv) ~0 has rational coefficients, then E ~ 1. In this note we show E ~ 1 removing all these restrictions except (i). Since condition (i) is not a restriction for a computer algorithm, this is a very general result. In particular, we shall show that E = 1 for the sequence {xi} defined by Xi+l = xi ~ + xi --x with the limit --1/2. Hence our bound on E is sharp.
Let PM denote the maximal order for a sequence generated by an iteration with M multiplications. Since E ~ 1, it follows that PM ~ 2M for all positive integer M. Moreover, we shall show that this bound is sharp.
Paterson used results from approximation by rational numbers to obtain his result, while we use a completely different approach here. With the technique we use here, the case d = 1 would be very easy to prove. We show that a rational iteration function which generates a pth order convergent sequence must have degree (degree will be defined below) >~ p, and therefore must employ at least [log2p] multiplications or divisions (except by constants). Hence, E = (log~ p)/M ~ 1.
The result belongs to analytic computational complexity which deals with optimality theory of analytic processes [2] .
NOTATION
We work over the field of real numbers or the field of complex numbers. Let {xi} be any convergent sequence with limit c~, and x~ :/:-c~ for all i. Denote ei = I xi --~ I for all i. DEFINITION 1 (Order). The sequence {xi} has an order p > 1 (or {xi} is a pth order sequence) iff limi,| ei+x/e~-' 0 and limi_,~ e /~+' = i+v~ ~0foranyE>0. From the above definition, it is easy to see that if {xi} has order p, then (i) p = sup{r I limi_~ ei~l/e~ r = 0}, and X oo pn.
(ii) for any fixed positive integer n, { in),~0 has order
It should be noted that in our proofs the only properties of order needed are (i) and (ii), although (i) has been used as a definition of order by many people. Definition 1 is the weakest definition on order we have found which enjoys both properties (i) and (ii).
For each number c~, we define a class F(a) of convergent sequences with the same limit ~ as follows: {xi} ~F(oO iff (i) xi ~ a for all but finitely many i, (ii) {xi} has an order p > 1, Ya 9 We say that {xi} is generated by the rational iteration ~0. For examples of these ~0's, see [3] .
Consider a sequence in F(~) generated by ~p. For the purpose of this note, we assume the cost in generating the sequence to be the number of multiplications or divisions needed to compute 9~ at each stage. Then it is natural to give the following definition about the measure of efficiency.
DEFINITION 2 (Multiplicative Efficiency). The multiplicative efficiency E of a sequence in F(~) generated by ~o is defined to be (log S p)/M, where p is the order of the sequence and M is the number of multiplications or divisions needed to compute % after doing any preconditioning of coefficients (i.e., preconditioning is not counted).
DEFINITION 3 (Optimality). A sequence in F(~) is called optimal if it has the largest multiplicative efficiency among all sequences in F(~x).
From (ii) we can check that a very desirable property holds, namely, for any fixed positive integer n, {xi} and {xin}i~=0 have the same multiplicative efficiency. In fact, this invariance under composition property implies that any efficiency measure must be a strictly increasing function of E [4] . Therefore, as far as optimality is concerned, it makes no difference if E or any other possible efficiency measure is used. For instance, the efficiency measure pl/M will give the same answer in optimality problems as E will since it is a strictly increasing function of E. Suppose that jk > lk and ji --li for i < k. Then when i is so large that ei < 1, we have Jk+l Ja 
Case 2. p--E4-jk+~--l~+~ < 1 and p--e+jk+i--lk+i>/ 1 for k+i= k+ l,...,k+n--1 for some n with k+n--1 <d. Since p--~--lk+, ,>0, j~+, < P ~-" + J~ --/k+~ < 1. Hence we must have j~+~ == 0. Consequently, 1 > plk+, > ~2i=I li-lk+n" This implies that l~--0 for all i except i=-k +n. Then
9i < ei-k+l e'-k-n+2 e~-'+J'*"-'**" " 4*~."+.n~ ..... ~-a+i e~-2 eV-' '-~-" ~ ~ "-'-" i-k-n+l
Note that p --9 ~-j~+, --l~+~ > O. Therefore, in both cases, lim~,~ Qi =: O. |
MAIN RESULT THEOREM I.

Then D(~) >~ p.
Proof. Write 
.. Ya) is a multivariate rational expression and M is the number of multiplications or divisions (except by constants) needed to compute r yl ,..., Y a), then M ~ log 2 D(~0).
Proof. Observe Hence, both eases imply that (5) is true for n = N + I. This completes the induction. Therefore, for any k 0 ,..., k,, and any C, the degree of ~ kiR~ + C Now consider the sequence generated by r ---x 2 + x --{ with the limit --1/2. Since r = 0 and r :# 0, we can easily show that this sequence has order 2. Obviously M --1 for this sequence. Thus E --(log 2 2)/1 = 1. Similarly, E = 1 for the second order sequence generated by _r'(x) = l/x + x-1 with the limit 1. Either example shows that our bound on E is sharp. Moreover, we have the following interesting result.
Let PM denote the maximal order for a sequence generated by an iteration with M multiplications or divisions. From our main result, we have the following Proof. Let SM be the composition of r with itself M times, where r x 2 + x --t as before. Then the sequence generated by SM has order 2 M and Cm employs M multiplications. Hence for each M the maximal order is achieved by the sequence generated by SM 9 | In [l], Paterson defined his efficiency measure ~' as E --(log2p)/./~, and showed that E' ~ 1 under some restrictions (see Sec. 1 of this note). We note here that (6) implies his result.
